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Abstract—The COSMIC-2 mission is a follow-on mission of the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) with an upgraded payload for improved radio occultation (RO) applications. The objective of this paper is to develop a near-real-time (NRT) orbit determination system, called NRT National Chiao Tung University (NCTU) system, to support COSMIC-2 in atmospheric applications and verify the orbit product of COSMIC. The system is capable of automatic determinations of the NRT GPS clocks and LEO orbit and clock. To assess the NRT (NCTU) system, we use eight days of COSMIC data (March 24–31, 2011), which contain a total of 331 GPS observation sessions and 12,393 RO observable files. The parallel scheduling for independent GPS and LEO estimations and automatic time matching improves the computational efficiency by 64% compared to the sequential scheduling. Orbit difference analyses suggest a 10-cm accuracy for the COSMIC orbits from the NRT (NCTU) system, and it is consistent as the NRT University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) system. The mean velocity accuracy from the NRT orbits of COSMIC is 0.168 mm/s, corresponding to an error of about 0.051 µrad in the bending angle. The rms differences in the NRT COSMIC clock in GPS clocks between the NRT (NCTU) and the postprocessing products are 3.742 and 1.427 ns. The GPS clocks determined from a partial ground GPS network [from NRT (NCTU)] and a full one [from NRT (UCAR)] result in mean rms frequency stabilities of 6.1E-12 and 2.7E-12, respectively, corresponding to range fluctuations of 5.5 and 2.4 cm and bending angle errors of 3.75 and 1.66 µrad.

Index Terms—Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC), COSMIC-2, GPS, orbit determination (OD), radio occultation (RO).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE COSMIC-2 mission [1] is a follow-on mission to continue the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) mission in radio occultation (RO) applications. The COSMIC and COSMIC-2 missions are named FORMOSAT-3 and FORMOSAT-7 by the National Space Organization (NSPO) of Taiwan. COSMIC is one of the GPS RO satellite missions that have delivered promising RO data and products to the scientific community [2], [3]. Sample publications using COSMIC data can be found in the COSMIC special issue of the IEEE Transactions of Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol. 46, No.11, 2008. Six of the 12 COSMIC-2 satellites (first launch) will be deployed in 2016 at inclination angles ranging from 24° to 28.5° and altitudes from 520 to 550 km. In the second launch in 2018, the remaining satellites will be deployed at an inclination angle of 72°, with altitudes ranging from 720 to 750 km. COSMIC-2 will provide more than 8000 RO soundings per day when all satellites are in the operational phase (see [1] and http://www.nspo.org.tw/2008e/projects/project7). Each of the COSMIC-2 satellites will be equipped with an advanced Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver, called the TriG receiver, to receive high-quality GNSS signals from GPS, Galileo, and Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) for orbit determination (OD) and RO applications [4], [5]. A retroreflector for satellite laser ranging (SLR) may be installed on some of the COSMIC-2 satellites to provide SLR measurements to validate and enhance the GNSS-derived orbits of the COSMIC-2 satellites [6], [7]. With the multiple GNSS satellite signals, improved payload performance, a global GNSS tracking network, and the SLR enhancement for OD and validation, COSMIC-2 is expected to deliver an improved product over COSMIC for atmospheric and geodetic applications.

The first step in the retrieval of physical properties of the atmosphere from RO data is to determine the atmospheric excess phase in the phase measurements of GPS (or GNSS for multiple systems). Excess phase is due to the delay and bending of GPS signals in the Earth’s atmosphere and ionosphere [8], [9]. To generate the excess phase, the orbits of the GPS and low-Earth-orbiting satellites must be given [10]. Currently, for the operational use of COSMIC RO data, the near real time (NRT) orbits and clocks of the COSMIC satellites are provided by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR). For a numerical assimilation of RO data into a weather forecast model (particularly in the case of extreme weather conditions), it is necessary to have accurate orbit and clock products.
such as typhoon and cyclone), the excess phase must be determined in real time for the RO data to be effective in model improvement [11].

The objective of this paper is twofold. The first is to develop an NRT OD system to support the COSMIC-2 mission and to verify the system that is currently in use in the NRT applications of COSMIC data. By executing existing well-established computer modules, the OD system will determine the following: 1) NRT high-rate clock corrections of GPS satellites; 2) NRT precise orbits of COSMIC satellites (at decimeter level); and 3) NRT clock corrections of COSMIC satellites. For the reason given in Section III, the NRT determination of GPS satellites will not be included in the OD system. The verification will be made using the COSMIC data and by comparison with the results from the NRT (UCAR) system used in the COSMIC Data Analysis and Archival Center (CDAAC) of UCAR. The NRT (UCAR) system is also used in the Taiwan Analysis Center for COSMIC (TACC) of the Central Weather Bureau, Taiwan [1], [12]. The second objective is to see how the product from the NRT National Chiao Tung University (NCTU) system (GPS clock corrections and the orbit and clock corrections of COSMIC) affects excess phase, excess Doppler shift, and bending angle in RO events, with case studies using the COSMIC data. For convenience, the six COSMIC satellites will be named FM1–FM6 in this paper.

II. AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR NRT DETERMINATIONS OF SATELLITE ORBIT AND CLOCK

Currently, up to eight International GNSS Service (IGS) analysis centers provide daily ultrarapid, rapid, and final GPS products, such as precise orbit and clock solutions (http://igsosb.jpl.nasa.gov/igsosb/resource/pubs/UsingIGSProductsVer21.pdf). Among others, they are the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE), Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), European Space Agency (ESA), GeoForschungszentrum Potsdam (GFZ), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Massachusetts Institute of Technology, National Geodetic Survey, and Scripps Institute of Oceanography [13], [14]. Recently, some institutes have developed a system for the estimations of NRT GPS orbit and clock products. For example, the IGS Real-Time Pilot Project is to improve the existing real-time infrastructure of IGS and to provide an official real-time service [15], [16]. The project is mainly supported by Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie, Centre National d’Études Spatiales, Czech Technical University, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, European Space Operations Center (ESOC), Geo++ (Gesellschaft für satellitengestützte und navigatorische Technologien mbH), GMV Aerospace and Defence, NRCan, and Wuhan Technical University. Under this project, the IGS real-time analysis centers determine GNSS clock corrections using the IGS ultrarapid orbits and real-time data from over 100 stations in the IGS network. The final real-time product is a combination of the real-time products from the participating centers [17]–[19].

The qualities of the NRT GPS clock and orbit are crucial for the NRT precise OD (POD) of the low Earth orbiter (LEO) satellite. For a convenient and independent processing of future
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the automatic NRT OD system under a Linux/PC cluster.

COSMIC-2 OD, in this paper, we develop an automatic system under a Linux environment in a PC cluster to determine the following: 1) NRT high-rate GPS clocks (30 s) and 2) NRT orbit and clock of COSMIC satellites. Here, clock means clock correction estimate, either for the transmitter clock on board a GPS satellite or for the receiver clock on board a COSMIC (or COSMIC-2) satellite. Hereafter, the system is named the NRT (NCTU) system, in comparison to the NRT (UCAR) system used in UCAR. A low-altitude satellite is sometimes called a LEO in the RO literature. The system is automatic in that a job scheduler using Perl programs and shell scripts executes designated jobs automatically. The GPS part of the data processing in the system is handled by the Bernese Processing Engine (BPE), with the core program being the Bernese GPS Software Version 5.0 [20]. BPE is widely used in the automatic processing of large-volume GPS data. For example, since 1995, CDAAC and CODE use BPE for the routine processing of ground-based GPS data and, later, for the POD of space (LEO)-based GPS data [21]. Another sample user of BPE is the Geographical Survey Institute of Japan, whose GPS network data provide major displacement measurements associated with the March 11, 2011 earthquake [22]. The Open Portable Batch System (OpenPBS), a job and computer system resource management package, is used to arrange the sequence of job execution. With BPE and OpenPBS, the NRT (NCTU) system can simultaneously process GPS data from different LEO receivers and from a ground network.

The NRT (NCTU) system contains three parts: the fiducial data processing, GPS clock processing, and LEO POD processing (see Fig. 1). The fiducial data processing is responsible for downloading, combining, and smoothing the GPS high-rate (1-Hz) tracking data. The GPS clock processing determines the following: 1) the zenith tropospheric delays (ZTDs) at selected GPS ground stations and 2) the 30-s GPS clocks from the smoothed GPS data. The LEO POD processing takes care of the determination of the orbit and clock of LEOs. The product
from this system is used to compute the excess phase and excess Doppler shift, which, in turn, are used to retrieve atmospheric parameters (see Section V). Fig. 1 shows the components of the NRT (NCTU) system. The rectangular boxes contain the input/output (IO) data, with the yellow-shaded ones representing input and the light sky blue-shaded ones representing output. The blue ellipses contain the data processing components. The time along an arrow shows the time associated with one IO. The NRT (NCTU) system processes ground GPS data every 15 min and determines GPS clocks every 1 h. Every 10 min, the system detects newly arriving data downlinked from LEOs (the YES/NO in red). If such data are detected, the system will download the data and then determine the LEO orbit and clock. The input and output data in Fig. 1 are listed as follows:

1) Input:
   a) igsHrf: 1-Hz GPS data at ground stations from the
      Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS);
   b) codErp and codEph: ultrarapid Earth rotation para-
      meters and GPS orbits from CODE;
   c) leoAtt and podObs: NRT attitudes and GPS observa-
      tions of LEOs from TACC.

2) Output:
   a) fidSmt: smoothed ground GPS data at 30-s intervals;
   b) fidCrd and fidTrp: station coordinates and ZTD;
   c) gpsClk: high-rate GPS clocks at 30-s intervals;
   d) leoOrb and leoClk: orbit and clock of LEOs.

Fig. 2 shows the procedure to estimate the high-rate GPS clocks needed for direct RO applications and for determining the orbit and clock of LEOs. With the station coordinates and tropospheric information fixed, the procedure uses epoch-differenced phase observations and the GPS ultrarapid orbits to solve for high-rate GPS clocks [23]. In addition, the procedure for solving the LEO orbit and clock in the NRT case equals the procedure in the postprocessing (PP) case, and it is described in detail in [24] and [25]. The major difference is that the NRT GPS clocks and ultrarapid GPS orbits are used in the NRT case, while the final GPS clocks and orbits are used in the PP case.

For COSMIC, the current mean latency from receiving GPS data to releasing RO products is 75 min. For COSMIC-2, the latency is expected to be 45 min. Because COSMIC-2 requires a smaller latency than COSMIC and the number of LEOs in COSMIC-2 doubles that of COSMIC, an efficient processing algorithm for COSMIC-2 must be developed. To find an efficient processing algorithm for COSMIC-2, we experiment with two schedulings for estimating high-rate GPS clocks. In the first scheduling, called sequential scheduling, the system will perform individual GPS clock estimations for all satellites of COSMIC according to individual GPS observations. In the second scheduling, called parallel scheduling, the estimation of GPS clocks is independent (every hour routine in this paper) from and parallel with the estimation of the LEO orbit, and the OD system will automatically match the time of a LEO orbit arc with the times of the available GPS clocks to compute the LEO orbit. The advantage of the parallel scheduling is its independent determination of GPS clocks and its efficiency, particularly when multiple LEO arcs need the same GPS clocks for OD computations. Fig. 1 also shows the parallel scheduling. Every 10 min, the system compares the times of the estimated GPS clocks with the times of LEO data sessions to extract the needed GPS clocks for determining the orbit and clock of LEOs (the YES/NO in blue). Fig. 3 shows the mean session lengths of GPS data on five COSMIC satellites, the release delay, and the latencies based on the sequential and parallel schedulings over day of year (DOY) 83–90, 2011. The “session length” is defined as the period between the first and the last epoch of the GPS observations. The “release delay” is defined as the period between the time tag of the released file and the last epoch of the GPS observations. The “latency” is defined as the difference between the epoch of the orbit generation and the last epoch of the GPS observations. The overall mean session length and data release delay (see top charts in Fig. 3) are 150 and 26 min, respectively. When using the sequential scheduling,
the mean LEO processing time (mainly for the LEO orbit and clock) is 48.0 min, compared to only 17.2 min with the parallel scheduling. In this example, the use of the parallel scheduling improves the LEO OD by 64%.

III. DETERMINATION AND ASSESSMENT OF NRT HIGH-RATE GPS CLOCKS

The precise GPS clocks are a critical factor in the NRT OD and RO applications (see Section V). For example, a 0.1-ns clock error will cause a 3-cm error in range, which affects the orbit accuracy by about the same amount. The final and rapid GPS products are not usable for an NRT application because they cannot be obtained in real time. The ultrarapid GPS product from CODE, including orbits, clocks (from the GPS broadcast clocks), and Earth rotation parameters, is updated every 6 h with a latency of 3 h. The ultrarapid GPS orbits and clocks cover a period of 48 h, with the first 24-h product from real observations and the remaining part containing predicted orbit and clock information. The ultrarapid GPS product can be obtained from the ftp site of CODE (ftp://ftp.unibe.ch/aiub/CODE).

The accuracies of GPS orbits and clocks govern the accuracy of the NRT orbit of a LEO. According to Wickert et al. [26] and Michalak and Konig [27], the use of the ultrarapid orbit is sufficient for NRT OD (at the required accuracy level), and updating the CODE ultrarapid orbit more often is not necessary for an NRT OD. Therefore, the NCTU OD system estimates only real-time high-rate (30-s) GPS clocks and use ultrarapid GPS orbits from CODE without estimating GPS orbits. The accuracy of the CODE ultrarapid orbit is about 10 cm and is sufficient for NRT LEO OD processing. In general, the quality of the predicted GPS clocks decreases with the length of prediction [28]. In order to improve the quality of the NRT OD, we determine the NRT high-rate GPS clocks at 30-s intervals in this paper by using the efficient high-rate clock interpolation method in [23] and [28].

For the computational efficiency, we estimated only the high-rate clocks of GPS at 30-s intervals. In fact, the use of the 30-s clocks will affect NRT OD results slightly as compared to the use of 1-s clocks. This is demonstrated by Schreiner et al. [29], who compared the bending angle and refractivity estimated with 30-s GPS clocks (SD-30s) and 1-s GPS clocks (SD-1s) using single differencing. By the PP procedure, the noises of the neutral atmospheric bending angle for cases of SD-30s and SD-1s GPS clocks are 1.52E-6 and 1.47E-6, respectively. Indeed, the SD-1s case can reduce noise over the SD-30s case by about 3%. Schreiner et al. [29] also show that the standard deviation of the difference between the GPS RO and high-resolution European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) refractivity profiles at an altitude of 30 km is 0.60% for SD-1s GPS clocks and 0.68% for SD-30s GPS clocks. The use of SD-1s can reduce the difference of refractivity, but it would linearly extend the processing time of the clock interpolation [23], [28]. If our NRT OD system estimates the 1-s GPS clocks, the processing will take at least 20 min longer. That is inefficient for the NRT application.

The most critical limitation for GPS high-rate clock estimation is the real-time availability of GPS data from the global network. To estimate the GPS clocks, CDAAC and TACC use GPS data from a global network of GPS tracking stations operated by IGS, NRCan, European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT), and CDAAC (private communication, TACC, Taiwan). The fiducial databases belong to the institutions collaborating with CDAAC and TACC under agreements with them. Fig. 4(a) shows the distribution of the fiducial stations from the four different tracking databases at TACC. IGS, NRCan, EUMETSAT, and CDDAC provide about 40, 10, 35, and 4 GPS stations, respectively. At TACC, the minimum number of stations to estimate the station ZTDs and GPS clocks is 37. However, the actual number of stations is larger than 37 and can be up to 85 depending on how many NRT fiducial data the TACC receives (private communication, TACC, Taiwan).

Because our team does not have agreements with NRCan, EUMETSAT, and CDDAC, in this paper, we validated our NRT OD system using only the publicly available GPS tracking data of IGS from CDDIS (ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/highrate). The data were sampled at 1 Hz and updated every 15 min. In order to minimize the latency and maximize the amount of ground tracking data, the procedure in this paper was executed at some selected (optimal) times, rather randomly. The number of the GPS stations that were actually used depends on the latency of the tracking stations. Over the selected days, the average number of the available GPS stations is about 50. For example, Fig. 4(b) shows the distribution of the available GPS stations for session C (UTC = 2 − 3 h) of DOY 86. Our system will estimate the high-rate GPS clocks automatically every hour by the automatic procedure without any intervention. Given the observation time of COSMIC, our system will select the corresponding GPS clock estimates at the same time.

For quality assessment, we compared the GPS clocks estimated in this paper with those from the real-time UCAR product, the final CODE product, and real-time ESA product. The comparison with UCAR and CODE is over DOY 83–90 (March 24–31), 2011, and the comparison with ESA is over DOY 345–347 (December 11–13), 2011. The NRT (ESA) GPS clocks at 30-s sampling intervals are estimated by the NAvisw Package for Earth Observation Satellites.
(NAPEOS) software in the ESOC of ESA [30]. The final CODE solution is regarded as the true solution of the GPS clocks. Table I summarizes the rms and the mean differences in four cases of comparison. The mean differences among these products (NCTU, UCAR, CODE, and ESA) are consistent at the subnanosecond level. Such differences are partly attributed to different clock references because different products use different clock references. In addition, the differences between the NCTU and UCAR/ESA GPS solutions (rows 3 and 4 in Table I) are larger than those from the other two cases. This is due to the fact that NCTU, UCAR, and ESA solutions are produced in real time and do not use the final GPS orbits and Earth rotation parameters as in the CODE solution. Both the rms and mean (in absolute value) in the NCTU-CODE case are close to those in the UCAR-CODE case (at the 0.1-ns level), suggesting that the performance of our real-time GPS clock estimation (this paper) is consistent with that of UCAR. However, the fact that the rms and mean from NCTU are larger than those from UCAR and ESA highlights the importance of using more ground stations for the GPS clock estimation. In the NCTU solution, only a limited number of ground stations are used, leading to a less favorable network geometry compared to the geometry associated with UCAR. Despite the degraded geometry in the NCTU solution, the GPS clock estimation already matches the NRT (UCAR) solution to 0.1 ns.

Fig. 5 shows the rms and mean differences as a function of GPS satellites in the four cases. The comparison of NCTU-CODE agrees well with that of NCTU-ESA. The differences in rms and mean values with respect to GPS satellite between NCTU-CODE and NCTU-ESA are lower than 1 ns, except for satellites G19, G22, and G30 (satellite G24 is not available over DOY 345–347, 2011). Satellite G5 has the largest rms and mean differences in all cases, and the mean differences in the cases of NCTU-CODE/NCTU-ESA and UCAR-CODE have opposite

Fig. 4. Distributions of the ground GPS stations used by (a) TACC and (b) NCTU automatic OD (for experiment in this paper).
Similarly, the differences for NCTU-UCAR and NCTU-ESA are large because they are based on NRT estimations and different clock references. The UCAR-CODE and NCTU-CODE differences are similar, and both the differences vary over different satellites. The differences in Fig. 5 are consistent with the statistics in Table I, but Fig. 5 shows the variations over satellites. We expect that our system will deliver a much improved GPS clock solution when the full set of available GPS ground stations is used.

**IV. Determination and Assessment of NRT Orbit and Clock of LEO**

As stated in Section I, our NRT OD follows the same procedure as that for the PP processing [24]. The reduced-dynamic approach with zero-differenced ionosphere-free GPS carrier phases is used for NRT OD. Our OD system detects the latest observations and generates 10-s COSMIC orbits every 10 min by the automatic procedure (see Fig. 1). For NRT operation, the LEO OD is typically performed over orbit arc lengths between 6 and 12 h. In this paper, the orbit arc length for OD was set to 6 h, in which the data are from the latest GPS session and the previous GPS session. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the lengths of GPS sessions from five COSMIC satellites (FM3 data are unavailable) over DOY 83–90, 2011. In total, there are 331 GPS sessions over this period. Compared to other satellites, FM1 and FM4 have less data gaps. The session lengths vary over different satellites, and the mean session length is 150 min (see Fig. 3).

Since COSMIC is not equipped with the SLR retroreflector, there is no external tracking data that can be used to validate the NRT orbit of COSMIC. Therefore, we assessed the accuracy of the NRT (NCTU) orbit by computing the following: 1) the differences between two overlapping NRT orbits (overlapping arc length: 100 min) and 2) the differences between the NRT and the PP orbits. The PP orbits in this paper were computed using the final GPS ephemeris, final Earth rotation parameters, and final GPS clocks at 30-s intervals from CODE and were regarded as the reference (or true) orbits. A detailed description of the PP orbit is given by Hwang et al. [24], which show that, with proper data selection and processing, the mean accuracy of the PP orbits of the six COSMIC satellites can reach 2–3 cm. Furthermore, the OD procedure described in [24] also can be used to determine the kinematic orbits of COSMIC and Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE). The kinematic orbits of COSMIC have been used to compute the low-degree time-varying gravity field, which agrees with the SLR-derived result of 80% [31]. We also assessed the NRT (UCAR) orbit in the same manner. The NRT (UCAR) orbit is currently used in the operational applications of COSMIC data and is a product of both CDAAC and TACC.

Fig. 7 shows the orbit differences, and Table II shows the rms orbit differences in position and velocity for the cases in Fig. 7. Again, because there are no FM3 data during this period, FM3 is not included in the discussion. Fig. 7(a) shows the cases between two real-time orbits (NCTU-NCTU and UCAR-UCAR; only the differences in the overlapping arcs are counted), and Fig. 7(b) shows the cases between the real-time and PP orbits (the latter is produced by NCTU; see [24]). In the NRT (UCAR) solution, FM5 has a relatively large mean rms difference of 0.3 m (the mean is over eight days) as compared to other FMs. In comparison, the rms difference for FM5 from the NRT (NCTU) solution is 0.1 m. However, the difference for FM6 from the NRT (NCTU) solution is the largest among all FMs and is slightly larger than those from the NRT (UCAR) solution. Fig. 7 shows that the orbit accuracy of NRT (NCTU) is consistent with that of NRT (UCAR). Both the results in Fig. 7(a) and (b) indicate that the NRT (UCAR) solution for FM5 on DOY 88 results in a relatively large rms difference and, in turn, a relatively large orbit error. Fig. 7(c) shows the rms differences between the NRT (NCTU) and NRT (UCAR) orbits and the mean rms differences averaged over the five satellites.
The difference varies from one satellite to another, and FM4 has the least difference (smaller than 0.1 m). The comparison in Fig. 7(c) confirms that the NRT (NCTU) orbit is qualified for the operational use of COSMIC and future COSMIC-2 because it performs equally well as the NRT (UCAR) orbit.

The differences in position and velocity in the case of NRT (NCTU)-NRT (NCTU) are 9 cm and 0.24 mm/s, respectively, which have the same level of accuracy as their counterparts (15 cm and 0.25 mm/s) in the case of NRT (UCAR)-NRT (UCAR). The comparison between the NRT (both NCTU and UCAR)-PP solutions result in almost the same numbers as those in the NRT-NRT cases (e.g., 0.097 m versus 0.090 m for NCTU). The comparison between the NRT (NCTU) and the NRT (UCAR) solutions yields a 18-cm difference in position and a 0.26-mm/s difference in velocity, suggesting that the two NRT solutions are consistent at the decimeter level for position and the submillimeter-per-second level for velocity. In view of the different GPS clocks and different auxiliary data used in the NRT (NCTU) and the NRT (UCAR) solutions, the small discrepancies (at decimeter and submillimeter-per-second levels) in the two NRT orbits are remarkable. Although we did not carry out an external assessment of the NCTU OD system in this paper, there are some indirect assessments of this system. For example, Hwang et al. [24] compared the NCTU PP (postprocessed) orbit and the Wuhan PP orbit of COSMIC, the latter being determined by the OD software PANDA. Schreiner et al. [29] compared the UCAR PP orbit and the GFZ and JPL PP orbits of COSMIC. The NCTU-Wuhan orbit difference is at the 10-cm level, and the UCAR-GFZ and the UCAR-JPL orbit difference are at 13.2- and 10.4-cm levels, respectively. These orbit differences are similar in magnitude to the orbit differences in Table II (ranging from 9 to 18 cm).

We also investigated the distributions of orbit errors. For this, we computed the cumulative ratios (in percentage) of the rms orbit differences from the 331 sessions given in Fig. 6. Fig. 8(a) shows the cumulative ratio as a function of rms orbit differences for the NRT orbits in Fig. 7(a). About 80% of the orbit differences from the NRT (NCTU) solution range from 0 to 10 cm. For example, about 98% of the orbit differences for FM4 are smaller than 10 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 8(a), left). In contrast, most of the orbit differences from the NRT (UCAR) solution range from 10 to 15 cm. For example, about 98% of the orbit differences for FM4 are smaller than 10 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 8(a), left). In contrast, most of the orbit differences from the NRT (UCAR) solution range from 10 to 15 cm. For example, about 98% of the orbit differences for FM4 are smaller than 10 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 8(a), left). In contrast, most of the orbit differences from the NRT (UCAR) solution range from 10 to 15 cm. For example, about 98% of the orbit differences for FM4 are smaller than 10 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 8(a), left). In contrast, most of the orbit differences from the NRT (UCAR) solution range from 10 to 15 cm. For example, about 98% of the orbit differences for FM4 are smaller than 10 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 8(a), left). In contrast, most of the orbit differences from the NRT (UCAR) solution range from 10 to 15 cm. For example, about 98% of the orbit differences for FM4 are smaller than 10 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 8(a), left). In contrast, most of the orbit differences from the NRT (UCAR) solution range from 10 to 15 cm. For example, about 98% of the orbit differences for FM4 are smaller than 10 cm (see the red curve in Fig. 8(a), left).
Fig. 9. RMS differences in estimated clock between the NRT (both NCTU and UCAR) and PP solutions for each COSMIC satellite, averaged over DOY 83–90, 2011.

NRT (UCAR)-PP differences. Fig. 8 suggests that, in general, the NRT (NCTU) solution results in a smaller orbit error than the NRT (UCAR) solution. Most of the differences (> 90%) between the NRT (UCAR) and the PP orbits are larger than 5 cm (see Fig. 8(b), right). In contrast, only about 40% of the differences between the NRT (NCTU) and the PP orbits are larger than 5 cm.

We also assessed the NRT COSMIC clocks estimated by the NRT NCTU and UCAR solutions against the PP solution. Fig. 9 shows the rms differences in COSMIC clock between the NRT and PP results. The rms differences in the cases of NRT (NCTU)-PP and NRT (UCAR)-PP are 3.742 and 5.352 ns, respectively, suggesting that the NRT (NCTU) solution yields a smaller error in COSMIC clock than the NRT (UCAR) solution. Again, the rms difference varies from one satellite to another, but the variation is smaller than 1 ns for both the NRT NCTU and UCAR solutions. In general, the orbit and clock estimates of LEO are correlated: A good LEO orbit solution implies a good LEO clock solution and vice versa. This statement is supported by the statistics in Table II and Figs. 7–9. For example, Table II shows that the NRT (NCTU) solution results in a smaller rms overlapping orbit difference, which is consistent with the smaller discrepancy of NCTU’s COSMIC clock estimate against the PP result. As for the UCAR solution, the larger orbit difference (see Table II) coincides with the larger discrepancy of the clock solution (against the PP result; see Fig. 9). Note that the rms difference in COSMIC clock between the NRT (NCTU) and PP solutions is 3.742 ns (see Fig. 9), which is about two times larger than the rms difference of 1.427 ns in GPS clocks (see Table I). However, as will be demonstrated in Section V, the use of a single difference will reduce the impact of the LEO clock on the RO data retrieval, and instead, the GPS clocks will have a dominating effect on RO results.

As an independent verification of our OD system for satellite missions other than COSMIC, in Table II, we also compare orbits and velocities of the MetOp-A satellite from the NRT (NCTU) and the NRT (ESA) solutions over DOY 345–347, 2011. The MetOp mission is a joint EUMETSAT and ESA RO mission [11], [32]–[34], containing a series of three polar orbiting meteorological satellites operating for over 14 years. MetOp-A was launched on October 19, 2006, MetOp-B was launched on September 17, 2012, and MetOp-C will be launched in 2017. The NRT (ESA) orbits of MetOp-A are estimated by the NAPEOS software system in ESA. The orbits determined by precise point positioning as in this paper but using the real-time GPS orbits and clocks from ESA. The 3-D rms position and velocity differences of MetOp-A in the case of NRT (NCTU)-NRT (ESA) over the three days are about 8 cm and 0.09 mm/s (see Table II), which are slightly worse but consistent with the interagency orbit comparisons presented in [34] and a one-month external orbit comparison given in [11]. Table II confirms the reliability of our OD system and suggests that the overall MetOp-A orbit quality is better than that of COSMIC. A degraded orbit accuracy of COSMIC with respect to MetOp-A is expected because of the inherent limitations of COSMIC’s small spacecraft design and its problems in attitude determination and control system [25], [35], [36].

Fig. 10. Geometry showing the single-differenced phase observations formed by the receiver \( r \) (on a COSMIC LEO), the occulted signal from GPS \( s \) to \( r \), and the nonocculted signal from GPS \( p \) to \( r \).

V. ANALYSIS OF ORBIT AND CLOCK ERRORS ON EXCESS PHASE, DOPPLER SHIFT, AND BENDING ANGLE

The atmospheric excess phase (relative to vacuum) is the phase delay between the GPS transmitter and the LEO receiver caused by the ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere, and it is the basic observable in an occultation event [8]. The main error sources in determining the excess phase are satellite orbits (both GPS satellite and LEO), measured traveling time between the transmitter and the receiver, GPS clock, and LEO frequency stability. The excess phase can be computed using either the double-difference, the single-difference (SD), or the zero-difference processing strategy [8], [9], [29], [37]–[39]. The SD processing strategy is used in CDAAC, both in the NRT and PP modes. CDAAC uses L1 and L2 carrier phase measurements, sampled at 50 Hz, to retrieve atmospheric profiles. Fig. 10 shows the geometry in the SD processing, where satellites \( s \) and \( p \) represent the occulting and the nonocculting GPS satellites,
respectively. In Fig. 10, \( r_G \) and \( r_L \) are the geocentric distances of the GPS satellites and LEO, \( v_G \) and \( v_L \) are their velocity vectors, \( \phi_G \) and \( \phi_L \) represent the angles between the directions of the transmitting/received signals and the directions to the geocenter, \( \gamma \) is the angle between \( r_G \) and \( v_G \), \( a \) is the impact parameter, and \( \alpha \) is the bending angle.

Without the phase ambiguity and noise, the observed carrier phase \( \Phi^s \) between the receiver \( r \) on a LEO and the occulting GPS satellite \( s \) is

\[
\Phi^s_{r,i} = \rho^s_r + c \cdot \delta_r - c \cdot \delta^s + dI_{r,i}^s + dT^s_r
\]  

(1)

where

- \( i \) : GPS signal frequency: \( i = 1 \) for L1, and \( i = 2 \) for L2;
- \( \rho^s_r \) : geometric range between receiver \( r \) and GPS \( s \);
- \( c \) : speed of light in vacuum;
- \( \delta_r \) : receiver clock error;
- \( \delta^s \) : GPS satellite clock error at signal emission time;
- \( dI_{r,i}^s \) : ionospheric delay (frequency dependent with the sign included);
- \( dT^s_r \) : tropospheric delay (frequency independent with the sign included).

In (1), the geometric distance is between the position of the receiver at reception time \( t \) and the satellite position at the transmission time, i.e., \( t - \tau^s_r \), where \( \tau^s_r \) is the signal traveling time. In order to eliminate the errors at the receiver, the SD phase at a LEO receiver between the phases to an occulting and a non occulting GPS satellite is formed. The L3 phase to \( p \), \( \Phi^s_{r,3} \), is computed by the combination of L1 and L2 as [11]

\[
\Phi^s_{r,3} = \Phi^s_{r,1} + c_2 (\Phi^s_{r,1} - \Phi^s_{r,2}) = \rho^s_r + c \cdot \delta_r - c \cdot \delta^s + dT^s_r
\]  

(2)

where \( c_2 = f_2^2 / (f_1^2 - f_2^2) \), \( f_1 = 1575.42 \) MHZ, and \( f_2 = 1227.60 \) MHZ; \( \{ \} \) denotes smoothing with a 2-s window to reduce the L2 noise [29], [39], [40]. The excess phase can be estimated by the SD phase resulting from (1) and (2)

\[
EP^s_{r,i} = \Phi^s_{r,i} - (\rho^s_r - \rho^p_r - c(\delta^s - \delta^p)) = dI_{r,i}^s + dT^s_r
\]  

(3)

In (3), the tropospheric effect \( dT^p_r \) can be set to zero because there is no such an effect from the LEO to the non occulting GPS satellite, the range difference \( (\rho^s_r - \rho^p_r) \) is computed from the GPS satellite and LEO orbits (see Section IV), and \( (\delta^s - \delta^p) \) is computed from the estimated GPS clocks (see Section III). As a result, the differenced phase in (3) contains no LEO clock and can be used to estimate the excess phase due to the ionosphere and troposphere.

The Doppler shift is the frequency difference between the received signal and the source signal due to the relative motion between the platforms hosting the two signals. The time derivative of the excess phase will add to the Doppler shift, resulting in the excess Doppler shift as

\[
\frac{dEP^s_{r,i}}{dt} = \Phi^s_{r,1} - \Phi^s_{r,3} - (\rho^s_r - \rho^p_r - c(\delta^s - \delta^p)) = dI_{r,i}^s + dT^s_r
\]  

(4)

where a dot over a variable represents its first derivative with respect to time. The excess Doppler shift can be used to derive the bending angle, refractivity, geopotential height, pressure, temperature, and humidity along occulting profiles. Here, we assess the excess phase and excess Doppler shift derived from the NRT (NCTU) and NRT (UCAR) products against the PP product. A product here includes the COSMIC orbits, COSMIC clocks, and GPS clocks. Like the assessments made in Sections III and IV, the excess phase and excess Doppler shift derived from the PP are regarded as the “true” or “standard” value. Again, the selected data cover DOY 83–90, 2011, during which 12,393 RO observable files exist. Table III summarizes the statistics of the differences in the excess phases and excess Doppler shift between the NRT and PP results. Table III is to illustrate the effect of using different orbit products on the excess phase and excess Doppler shift. Typically, the noises of the observed L1 and L2 phases will cause deviations of the assumption of spherical symmetry in an inversion algorithm of bending angle. Such a deviation is especially large when using L2 observations [11], [29], [41]. Because we want to focus on the impact of the LEO orbit and clock on RO results, we choose to use only L1 observations to demonstrate this impact in Table III. For a practical RO parameter retrieval, excess phases and Doppler shifts will be filtered and combined to yield an optimal result. The differences in the NRT (NCTU)-PP case are larger than those in the NRT (UCAR)-PP case. The reasons are as follows: 1) The GPS clock remains effective in the SD-derived excess phase and Doppler shift, and 2) the NRT (NCTU) solution shows larger differences in GPS clock with the PP solution (see Table I) than the NRT (UCAR) solution due to the use of a partial GPS ground network in the NRT (NCTU) solution.

To quantify the effect of GPS clock error on bending angle, we computed the GPS frequency stability from the estimated high-rate GPS clocks in Section III (see also Table I). The frequency stability is a measure of the divergence of the estimated clocks. In the GPS literature, the Allan deviation [42] of estimated clocks is regarded as the frequency stability. A numerical example of frequency stability estimation for two ground GPS receivers in Taiwan is given by Yeh et al. [43], [44]. Using the definition of the Allan deviation [42], the frequency stabilities based on the estimated GPS clocks (see Section III) from the NRT (NCTU) and NRT (UCAR) solutions over DOY 83–90, 2011 (at 30-s intervals) are 6.1E-12 and 2.7E-12, respectively. These instabilities can cause clock-induced range fluctuations of 5.5 and 2.4 cm. In comparison, the frequency stability from
the final IGS product (at 30-s sampling intervals of clock) is about 2E-12 and causes a clock-induced range fluctuation of 2 cm [29], [45].

The error in bending angle caused by GPS frequency stability can be approximated by [46]

\[
\delta \alpha_f = \frac{r_G \cos \phi_G}{r_L v_G \cos(\pi - \phi_L) \sin(\gamma - \phi_G)} \delta f \tag{5}
\]

where \( \delta f \) is the frequency stability and the definitions of other variables are given in Fig. 10. As a numerical example, the mean bending angle errors caused by the GPS frequency instabilities for all RO signals received by FM1 on DOY 90, 2011 from the NRT (NCTU), NRT (UCAR), and final IGS solutions are 3.75, 1.66, and 1.23 \( \mu \text{rad} \), respectively. In this case, the GPS clock-induced error from the NRT (NCTU) solution is about 2 times larger than that from the NRT (UCAR) solution. Compared to the altitudes below 60 km, which is the maximum altitude of the atmospheric profiles provided with CDAC, the effects of the ionosphere and troposphere at the altitudes of 60–80 km on the bending angle are insignificant [11], [29], [41]. Therefore, we choose altitudes of 60–80 km to assess the impact of POD on the bending angle to minimize other effects. Considering the random error of 1.5 \( \mu \text{rad} \) in the bending angle caused by disturbance in the neutral atmosphere at 60–80 km [29], the GPS-induced bending angle error from the NRT (UCAR) solution (1.66 \( \mu \text{rad} \)) is nearly acceptable for the need of RO data retrieval. However, the GPS-induced bending angle error from the NRT (NCTU) solution (3.75 \( \mu \text{rad} \)) is still too large to be used for RO data retrieval. This analysis highlights the need of the NRT (NCTU) system to improve its GPS ground network for an improved GPS clock solution.

We also assessed the bending angle error caused by the LEO velocity error using the approximate formula [29]

\[
\delta \alpha_v \approx \frac{\delta v}{v_L \tan \phi_L} \tag{6}
\]

where \( \delta v \) is the LEO velocity error (see Fig. 10 for other variables in this equation). By the error propagation rule in case of no correlation between the involving variables, the velocity differences in Table II can be used to infer the orbit velocity error using the simple approximation that velocity error equals velocity difference divided by \( \sqrt{2} \). For example, the velocity error from the NRT (NCTU) orbit is 0.238/\( \sqrt{2} \) = 0.168 mm/s. Fig. 11 shows the bending angle error for a LEO velocity error of 0.1 mm/s at the LEO velocity = 7 km/s. As a numerical example, if \( v_L \sim 7 \text{ km/s} \), \( \delta v \sim 0.168 \text{ mm/s} \), and \( \phi_L \sim 25^\circ \), the bending angle error is 0.051 \( \mu \text{rad} \)(= 0.168/7/\( \tan 25^\circ \)), which is also equal to 1.68(= 0.168/0.1) times the value of the bending angle error at \( \phi_L = 25^\circ \) in Fig. 11. This error (0.051 \( \mu \text{rad} \)) is considerably smaller than the 1.5-\( \mu \text{rad} \) random noise of neutral atmospheric bending angles between 60 and 80 km [29]. From the result in Table II, both the LEO orbits from the NRT (NCTU) and NRT (UCAR) solutions are qualified for the RO data retrieval.

VI. CONCLUSION

For the first time in Taiwan, we have developed an automatic system under Linux/PC, called the NRT (NCTU) system, which is capable of determinations of the NRT high-rate GPS clock and LEO orbit and clock. This system is expected to be part of the RO processing system in NSPO for future COSMIC-2 mission. The current NRT (NCTU) system has limitations in accessing ground GPS data and in efficient data flow, but such limitations will be removed once it becomes a part of the core system that does the routine processing of real-time COSMIC or COSMIC-2 data. Verifications of the system are made using COSMIC data. Compared to the NRT (UCAR) system, the COSMIC orbits and clocks from the NRT (NCTU) system have smaller discrepancy with the PP result. The COSMIC orbit accuracy from the NRT (NCTU) system is about 10 cm, and the system provides consistent OD results as NRT (UCAR). For the COSMIC data used in this paper, the mean orbit error from the NRT (NCTU) system results in a velocity error of 0.168 mm/s, which contributes a 0.051 \( \mu \text{rad} \) error to the bending angle. In view of the atmospheric disturbance in GPS phase measurements, this orbit-induced error in bending angle is negligible, and the NRT (NCTU) system is qualified for RO data retrieval.

For an automatic NRT OD system, computational efficiency is also an important issue. We improve the efficiency of the time-consuming GPS clock estimation by 64% using a parallel scheduling. The frequency stability from the GPS clock determined from the NRT (NCTU) system is about 6.1E-12, corresponding to a range fluctuation of 5.5 cm and contributing a 3.75-\( \mu \text{rad} \) error to the bending angle. The GPS-induced bending angle error from the NRT (NCTU) system is too large to be used for RO data retrieval, suggesting the need of the NRT (NCTU) system to improve its GPS ground network. This can be achieved once the NRT (NCTU) system is installed in the data processing centers for the COSMIC and COSMIC-2 missions.

The core processing software in our system is the Bernese GNSS Software Version 5.0, which currently can process both GPS and GLONASS signals. A future software version will add the capability to process the Galileo signal. Our OD system will use a new release of the Bernese GNSS Software to process signals from a triple-constellation GPS/GLO/GAL receiver.
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